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A Novel Discrete Dimming Ballast for Linear
 
Fluorescent Lamps
 
Haiyan Wang, Ana Vladan Stankovic, Member, IEEE, Louis Nerone, Senior Member, IEEE, and David Kachmarik 
Abstract—A novel discrete dimming ballast for linear ﬂuores­
cent lamps is proposed in this paper. A proposed dimming control 
circuit is combined with a ballast module for multiple lamps to 
realize control of three discrete lighting levels. Compared with 
conventional step dimming or ON–OFF control methods, the pro­
posed discrete dimming method has the following advantages: 
1) digital signal is generated by the dimming control circuit to con­
trol the lamps’ turn-ON and -OFF, which makes the system more 
reliable and integrated; 2) the proposed discrete dimming system 
replaces relays, which are necessary in conventional lamp ON–OFF 
control, and therefore decreases the system cost; 3) the proposed 
dimming ballast can be installed by keeping the original wiring 
system. This makes the upgrading of a lighting system more effec­
tive and efﬁcient; 4) the dimming control circuit also provides a 
good isolation for operating the low-voltage wall switches by hand 
safely. Both theoretical, simulation, and experimental results are 
in good agreement. 
Index Terms—Lighting, lighting control. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
L IGHTING consumes 25%–30% of energy in commercial buildings, and it is a primary source of heat gain and waste. 
Concerned about energy and budget, many companies are ac­
tively upgrading their lighting systems. A comfortable lighting 
system can also improve the worker’s productivity and com­
pany’s proﬁtability. Dimming technology has been extensively 
analyzed and developed over the last decade, especially in the 
arc discharge lamp category [1]–[5]. Dimming control is usually 
employed to align the lighting levels with human needs as well 
as to save the energy. Compared with magnetic ballast, the elec­
tronic ballast reduces the energy consumption by 15%–20%. 
Furthermore, dimming capability is utilized to obtain more than 
50% energy saving for the lighting system relative to a nondim­
ming system. 
For a linear ﬂuorescent lamp, when dimmed over a full range 
without a reduction in lamp life, its cathode voltage must be 
maintained while the lamp arc current is reduced. So, the rapid 
start mode is suitable for the ﬂuorescent lamp. In the rapid start 
mode, the ballast continuously heats the ﬁlaments. There are 
many methods to adjust the light levels of the lamp and realize 
the dimming function. Basically, there are two ways to adjust the 
lighting levels: continuous dimming and discrete dimming. Con­
tinuous dimming ballast permits the light output of the lamps 
to be continuously controlled over a range of approximately 
1%–100% of the full light output [9]–[11]. As an alternative to 
the continuous dimming, the discrete dimming method provides 
the discrete reduction in the lighting output. It is advantageous 
since the dimming can be performed for desired constant bright­
ness in a simpler manner. For nonincandescent lighting systems, 
there are two different methods to provide the discrete dimming 
(step-dimming). The ﬁrst method is called bilevel switching. 
The lamps are connected to different switching circuits so that 
the switches and relays turn them on and off directly. The second 
method is based on the ballast design for this speciﬁc purpose. 
Discrete dimming ballast based on occupancy sensors or other 
switching methods can control light level between low power 
and full power. This kind of dimming ballast is not very efﬁcient 
because it provides different light output levels by keeping the 
lamps ON. 
In this paper, a new concept for discrete dimming is pro­
posed. The proposed discrete dimming ballast includes a novel 
dimming control circuit and an electronic ballast module. The 
electronic ballast module consists of a nondimming univer­
sal power factor correction (PFC) circuit, which drives three 
ﬂuorescent lamps by three complementary half-bridge invert­
ers. The proposed discrete dimming ballast has the following 
advantages as compared to the traditional discrete dimming 
system. 
1)	 ON–OFF operation of the inverters within the ballast mod­
ule is controlled by digital signals that are provided by a 
built-in dimming control circuit. This makes the control 
system more integrated and reliable. 
2) The relays that are used in the conventional discrete dim­
ming circuit have been eliminated. This makes the overall 
system cost-effective. 
3) The proposed discrete dimming ballast can be installed by 
keeping the original wiring system. The wiring diagrams 
of the conventional lighting system and the proposed dim­
ming system are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that there 
is no need to change the original wiring. This is a beneﬁt 
since the existing systems can be easily upgraded. 
4) The proposed discrete dimming control circuit provides 
a good isolation, so that the users can operate the wall 
switches by hand safely. 
5) A dimming function is realized by turning off the lamps 
completely. This makes the overall system efﬁcient. 
The proposed discrete dimming ballast has been built in the 
laboratory. Both simulation results and experimental results 
Fig. 1. (a) Conventional lighting system. (b) Proposed dimming system. 
prove that the proposed discrete dimming ballast is stable, efﬁ­
cient, and reliable while providing three discrete lighting levels. 
II. DISCRETE DIMMING BALLAST 
Discrete dimming method provides discrete reductions in 
lighting output. For example, in a system with three lamps, one 
switch may operate the center lamp while another switch oper­
ates the other two outer lamps. This arrangement provides three 
lighting levels by turning one lamp on, two lamps on, and all 
three lamps on. As mentioned before, for the ﬂuorescent lighting 
system, the bilevel switching circuit and the discrete dimming 
ballast are two ways to realize the discrete dimming. Discrete 
dimming ballast occupies an intermediate position in the array 
of energy saving ballast options. It offers more light control and 
energy savings than the nondimming ballast, but costs less than 
the continuous dimming ballast. Conventional discrete dimming 
ballast uses occupancy sensors to control lighting levels. 
Unlike the conventional discrete dimming ballast or ON–OFF 
control method, the proposed dimming ballast consists of a bal­
last module for multiple lamps and a discrete dimming control 
circuit. The discrete dimming control circuit is built in the bal­
last module to control the ON–OFF operation of the inverters 
digitally. The dimming control circuit communicates with the 
wall switches directly without any need to use relays. Compared 
with the relays, the cost of the proposed dimming control circuit 
is much lower. The dimming control circuit also provides good 
isolation. The proposed discrete dimming ballast is installed by 
keeping the original wiring system. No new power wires are 
required; thus, the installment cost is lower. This would be the 
most efﬁcient way to upgrade the lighting system. 
The proposed discrete dimming ballast consists of the ballast 
module shown in Fig. 2 and the control circuit shown in 
Fig. 3(a). 
The electronic ballast module has three complementary self-
oscillating half-bridge inverters connected in parallel to drive 
three ﬂuorescent lamps at the same time. It is mainly composed 
of the following stages: the electromagnetic interference (EMI) 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the ballast module. 
stage, the rectiﬁer stage, the high-PFC stage [6], and three com­
plementary half-bridge inverters that drive the three lamps, re­
spectively [7]. The complementary class D inverter has a simple 
passive gate control system with triggerless starting that drives 
a complementary, source-connected pair of MOSFETs. Fig. 2 
shows the block diagram of the ballast module. 
The ON–OFF operation of the lamps is realized by the ON– 
OFF operation of the half-bridge inverters. Normally, the analog 
signals are used to operate the half-bridge inverters. However, 
digital signal control makes the circuit integrated and more efﬁ­
cient. Electromagnetic relay switches can be used, but they are 
bulky due to their large size, and are generally slow. Although 
solid-state relays are another choice, they are, however, expen­
sive. Furthermore, the power dissipation occurs when the relay 
is ON, and thus, the efﬁciency of the circuit is decreased. 
The proposed dimming control circuit consists of a shutdown 
circuit [8], which connects to the drive circuit of the half-bridge 
inverter to turn off the lamp with a digital control circuit. The 
shutdown circuit includes a diode and a switch. The digital con­
trol circuit can provide a digital signal to control the shutdown 
circuit. The digital control circuit consists of a high-frequency 
rectangular signal generator, momentary switches, charge pump 
circuits, and a ﬂip-ﬂop. The block diagram of the proposed dim­
ming control circuit is shown in Fig. 3(a). 
The electronic ballast consists of three inverters, so three 
shutdown circuits are used to control three inverters. Shutdown 
circuit 1 controls lamp #1, shutdown circuit 2 controls lamp #2, 
and shutdown circuit 3 controls lamp #3. Since three lighting 
levels are required, two digital signals are needed for these three 
shutdown circuits. One signal controls the shutdown circuit 2 
and another signal controls both the shutdown circuit 1 and the 
shutdown circuit 3. 
Signal generator generates a high-frequency rectangular volt­
age. Four low-voltage momentary switches are used to obtain 
three lighting levels. Once the momentary switch is pressed, 
the high-frequency rectangular voltage will apply to the charge 
pump circuit. Then, high-level output voltage will be achieved. 
This high-level voltage will set or reset the ﬂip-ﬂop chip. The 
output signal of ﬂip-ﬂop chip is just used to control the switch 
of the shutdown circuit. 
According to the logic control of the dual ﬂip-ﬂop chip, switch 
SW1 is used to turn off lamp #2, the center lamp, and SW2 can 
turn it on. For the outer two lamps, lamp #1 and lamp #3, a 
generated digital signal will control the shutdown circuit 1 and 
the shutdown circuit 3. Thus, switch SW3 will turn off the outer 
Fig. 3. (a) Block diagram of the dimming control circuit. (b) State machine of dimming control unit. 
two lamps and SW4 will turn on the outer two lamps at the same 
time. Fig. 3(b) shows the state machine of this control unit. 
The timing diagram of the proposed controller is shown in 
Fig. 4. 
III. CHARGE PUMP CIRCUIT 
A charge pump circuit is designed to guarantee the isolation 
of the system, so that the user can operate the low-voltage wall 
switch safely. Instead of inductors, two capacitors are used to 
realize the isolation. This makes the discrete dimming control 
circuit more cost-efﬁcient. 
The topology of the charge pump circuit is shown in Fig. 5. 
The output voltage V0 will be used to set or reset the ﬂip-ﬂop 
chip and drive the MOSFET. 
Laplace transform is applied to analyze the transient response 
of this circuit. When switch SW is ON, the pulse voltage source 
will charge the capacitors, and the equivalent circuit is shown 
in Fig. 6. A small resistor R1 is added to model the resistance 
of the diode and the voltage source, and C0 = C1 + C2 . 
Because the voltage source is a pulse voltage source, the 
circuit has two operating modes. 
A. Mode I: The Pulse Voltage Source at Low Level 
D1 is OFF and D2 conducts. The equivalent circuit is shown 
in Fig. 7. 
By using the KCL, the following equation is obtained and 
given by 
dvo1 vo1
C3 = . 
dt R2 
For initial condition, when t = 0, vo1(0−) =  vo1(0+) =  vo2 . 
The following solution is obtained and given by 
−(t/R2 C3 )vo1 = vo2 e . (1) 
B. Mode II: The Pulse Voltage Source at High Level 
Diode D1 conducts and D2 is OFF. The equivalent circuit is 
shown in Fig. 8. 
At the transition from mode I to mode II, C0 is charged to a 
potential Vc0 and C3 is charged to the potential Vc3 , where 
Vc0(0) = Vg1(s) Vc3(0) = Vo1(s). 
Fig. 4. Timing diagram of proposed digital dimming controller. 
Fig. 5. Topology of the charge pump circuit. 
Fig. 8. Laplace transformed equivalent circuit in mode II. 
By KCL, we have 
I(s) =  
Vo2(s) 
R2 
+ 
Vo2(s)− (Vo1(s)/s) 
1/sC3 
. (2) 
By KVL, 
Vg 2(s) 
s 
− 
(
R1 + 
1 
sC0
)
I(s) +
Vc0 
s 
− Vo2(s) = 0. (3) 
Fig. 6. Charge pump Laplace transformed equivalent circuit. 
Upon substitution, 
Fig. 7. Laplace transformed equivalent circuit in mode I. 
( )  
Vg 2(s) 1 Vo2(s) Vo2(s)− (Vo1(s)/s)− R1 + + 
s sC0 R2 1/sC3
Vg 1(s)+ − Vo2(s) = 0  
s 
Vo2(s) 
C1R2(Vg 1(s)+Vg 2(s))+ (sC1C2R1R2+C2R2)Vo1(s)= 
s2C1C2R1R2 + sC1R1 + sC1R2 + sC2R2 
. 
(4) 
Fig. 9. Time sequence diagram of the charge pump output voltage. 
By assuming that R1 approaches zero, 
lim Vo2(s) = lim 
R1 →0 R1 →0 
C1R2(Vg1(s)+  Vg2(s)) + (sC1C2R1R2+ C2R2)Vo1(s)× 
s2C1C2R1R2 + sC1R1 + sC1R2 + sC2R2 
. 
The following equation is obtained and given by 
Vo1(s)C3 + (Vg1(s) +  Vg2(s)) C0
Vo2(s) =  R2 . (5)1 +  sR2(C0 + C3) 
Since Vg (s) =  Vg1(s) +  Vg2(s), the previous equation can be 
written as 
(Vo1(s)C3 + VgC0) R2
Vo2(s) =  . (6)1 +  sR2(C0 + C3) 
By using inverse Laplace transform, the following equation 
is obtained: ( )
vo1C3 + vgC0 −(t/R2 (C0 +C3 ))vo2(t) =  e (7)
C0 + C3 
where vg is a high-frequency rectangular voltage source, with 
duty cycle T and duty ratio is D. Let  k be the kth cycle. The 
time interval within the cycle is 0 ≤ t ≤ T , and the same time 
interval applies to the next cycle k + 1. 
This deﬁnition is also shown in Fig. 9. 
From (1), the voltage at the end of cycle k is related to the 
voltage at the beginning of the next cycle and is given by the 
following equation: 
−(t/R2 C3 )vo1(0, k  + 1)  =  vo2(T, k) e . (8) 
From (7), ( )
vo1(DT, k)C3 + vgC0 −[T (1−D )/(R2 (C0 +C3 ))]vo2(T, k)= e . 
C0 + C3 
(9) 
Then, 
−(DT  /R2 C3 )vo1(DT, k + 1)  =  vo2(T, k)e ( )
vo1(DT, k)C3 + vgC0 = 
C0 + C3 
−[T (1−D )/(R2 (C0 +C3 ))]−(DT  /R2 C3 )× e . 
(10) 
Assuming the voltage is constant in each cycle, then 
vo1(DT, k) can be expressed as vo1(k). Let  τ1 = R2C3 and 
τ2 = R2(C0 + C3), (10) can be written as ( )
C3 C0 
vo1(k + 1)  =  vo1(k) + vg
C0 + C3 C0 + C3 
−T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))× e . (11) 
Fig. 10. Charge pump output voltage waveform (MathCAD result). 
Let vo1 = voc  + vop , where voc  is the homogeneous solution 
and vop  is the particular solution ( )k
C3 −kT  ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))vop  = ξ e (12)
C0 + C3 
where ξ is a constant of proportionality ( )
C3 C0 −T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))voc  = voc  + vg e . 
C0 + C3 C0 + C3 
(13) 
By solving (13), 
−T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))e
voc  = vgC0 ( ) . (14)−T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))C0 + C3 − C3e
When k = 1, vo1(t) =  vo1(DT ) (initial condition). ξ can be 
obtained by using (11), (12), and (14) 
(C0 + C3) −T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))ξ = vo1(DT ) e 
C3 
C0(C0 + C3)− vg ( ) . −T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))C3 C0 + C3 − C3 e
Finally, the output voltage of the charge pump circuit is given 
by 
( )k−1
C3 
vo1(k) =  
C0+ C3 
−(k−1)T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2))× vo1(DT )e 
 
−kT  ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))e− vgC0 ( )−T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))C0 + C3 − C3e
−T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))e
+ vgC0 ( ) . −T ((D/τ1 )+((1−D )/τ2 ))C0 + C3 − C3e
(15) 
Fig. 11. PSPICE model of the proposed discrete dimming ballast. 
According to the previous equation, a MathCAD program 
has been used to plot the output waveform, which is shown in 
Fig. 10, with the following parameters: 
R1 = 2.4 MΩ 
C0 = 50 pF 
C3 = 0.1 µF. 
Voltage source Vg is equal to 15 V with the duty cycle 
T = 10 µs and duty ratio D = 0.5. The output voltage is about 
11.996 V in the steady state and the settling time is about 
200 ms. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The PSPICE model of the proposed discrete dimming ballast 
is shown in Fig. 11. It consists of two sections. One is the 
discrete dimming controller unit and another is the half-bridge 
inverter stage of the linear ballast module. Only one lamp is 
employed in the simulation to show the implementation of the 
ON and OFF operations. The three lamps system will be presented 
later. In PSPICE simulation, the lamp is modeled as a pure 
resistor. During the preheating and ignition, it appears as a large 
resistor of about 100 KΩ. In the steady state, the resistance of 
the ﬂuorescent lamp is around 800 Ω. 
In the PSPICE model, the lamp is started. The ignition time 
is about 2.5 ms. After 0.5 ms, the switch U4 is closed. The turn-
OFF signal is generated to set the common node at low potential. 
After 11.5 ms, the lamp is turned off. At 15 ms, the switch U5 
is closed. The turn-OFF signal is replaced by the turn-ON signal 
and the lamp is restarted again at 23 ms. 
Fig. 12(a) shows simulation result of the lamp voltage. It 
matches the design very well. First, the lamp is ignited with a 
high voltage, and then, it works in the steady state. At about 
14.5 ms, it turns off completely, so the voltage is zero. At 23 ms, 
the lamp is restarted. Lamp voltage and current in the steady 
state are shown in Fig. 12(b). 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Discrete dimming control circuit has been built in the 
General Electric (GE) laboratory and used with the GE 
UltraMAX-F32T8 nondimming linear universal ballast mod­
ule. Its schematic has been shown in Fig. 13(a). A schematic 
diagram of one inverter stage with dimming control is shown in 
Fig. 13(b). Power supply is 120 V, 50 Hz. Three 32-W T8 lamps 
are controlled to obtain three discrete lighting levels. 
The proposed discrete dimming ballast has been tested in the 
laboratory and compared with the simulation results. 
When OFF switch SW1 is pressed by hand, the charge pump 
circuit resets the ﬂip-ﬂop and makes it provide a high level to 
the shutdown circuit. Then, the inverter #2 is shutdown and the 
center lamp #2 is turned off. 
Fig. 14(a) shows the lamp voltage, control signal, and charge 
pump output. Ch1 shows the voltage waveform of lamp #2, Ch2 
shows the digital output signal of discrete dimming controller, 
and Ch4 shows the output voltage of the charge pump circuit. As 
Fig. 12. (a) Simulated lamp voltage under discrete dimming control. (b) Simulated lamp voltage and current in the steady state. 
it has been shown, when the output voltage of the charge pump 
circuit increases from zero to a certain value, it will trigger the 
ﬂip-ﬂop chip to generate a high-level signal, 15 V. This digital 
signal turns on the transistor of the shutdown circuit to shut 
down the inverter, and then, the lamp gets turned off. 
When ON switch SW2 is pressed, the charge pump circuit sets 
the ﬂip-ﬂop and makes it provide a low level to the shutdown 
circuit to turn on inverter #2. The center lamp #2 is turned on 
again. 
Fig. 14(b) also shows the center lamp #2 voltage, the output 
signal of the discrete dimming controller, and output signal of 
the charge pump circuit. The output voltage that is generated by 
the charge pump circuit triggers the ﬂip-ﬂop chip to generate 
a low-level signal. The signal turns off the transistor of the 
shutdown circuit to operate the inverter and turn on the lamp. 
During the same operation, the OFF switch SW3 turns off the 
lamp. The difference is that the output of the ﬂip-ﬂop controls 
inverter #1 and inverter #3 together. So, lamp #1 and lamp #3 
are turned off at the same time. Fig. 15(a) shows the lamp #1 
voltage, the lamp #3 voltage, and the output voltage of the charge 
pump circuit. 
Switch SW4 turns on the lamp #1 and lamp #3 simultaneously. 
Fig. 15(b) shows the lamp #1 voltage, the lamp #3 voltage, and 
the output voltage of the charge pump circuit IV. 
Lamp voltage and current are shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen 
that the experimental result matches with the simulation result 
in Fig. 12(b) well. There are small differences in the amplitude 
values of the lamp voltage and current, which is due to the fact 
that the lamp simulation model has modeling error with the real 
lamp. 
Fig. 13. (a) Proposed schematic of a digital dimming controller. (b) Schematic diagram of one inverter stage with a proposed dimming controller. 
Fig. 15. (a) Lamp #1, #3 voltages with OFF signal. (b) Lamp #1, #3 voltages Fig. 14. (a) Lamp #2 voltage with OFF signal. (b) Lamp #2 voltage with ON 
with ON signal.signal. 
Fig. 16. Lamp voltage and current of the discrete dimming ballast (experi­
mental results). 
VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented the analysis and design of the novel 
discrete dimming control ballast for linear ﬂuorescent lamps. 
Three discrete lighting levels, full light, 66% light, and 33% 
light, are obtained by using the proposed dimming ballast to 
control three ﬂuorescent lamps. The proposed discrete dim­
ming control circuit is built in the electronic ballast module 
and provides digital signals to realize the ON–OFF operation of 
the inverters. Compared with the conventional step dimming or 
ON–OFF control methods, the proposed discrete dimming con­
trol circuit is built in the ballast module to control the ON–OFF 
operation of the inverters digitally. The dimming control circuit 
communicates with the wall switches directly without the need 
to use relays. Although two more wall switches are needed, com­
pared with the relays, the cost of the proposed dimming control 
circuit is much lower. The dimming control circuit also provides 
a very good isolation. The proposed discrete dimming ballast is 
installed by keeping the original wiring system. No new power 
wires are required; thus, the installment cost is lower. 
The proposed discrete dimming ballast has been built and 
tested in the laboratory. The experimental results are in excellent 
agreement with the results obtained from the mathematic model 
and PSPICE simulation. 
Now we have developed new ballast with series or parallel 
lamp operation, which enable one inverter to control multiple 
lamps. By combining this technology and the proposed strategy 
in this paper, we believe that two lamps can be controlled by the 
same inverter, instead of one inverter for each lamp. Since one 
inverter can control multiple lamps, it is possible to control of 
a higher number of lamps than three. Further research will be 
done for this. 
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